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We are thrilled to present this book of inspiration, 
hoping it serves as a source of encouragement 
for upcoming projects, whether simple or 
intricately detailed. Heartfelt gratitude goes to 
our customers, cherished friends, valued trade 
partners, and manufacturers who made this 
book a reality. As we aim to be the total home 
experience destination, this book showcases the 
diverse assortments from our timeless collection 
of brands and experiences. From entry-level 
to luxury, we are committed to making you feel 
empowered, confident, inspired, appreciated, 
and excited to share the Pacific Sales experience 
with others. Thank you for choosing Pacific Sales 
as your trusted partner.

Adam Weaver
Experience Director, 

Pacific Sales Kitchen and Home

Thank You

INDUSTRY PARTNER INDUSTRY PARTNER
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Unveiling Our 
Remodeled Showrooms

We are proud to reveal and invite you to our remodeled showrooms across key locations: 
Carlsbad, Irvine, Rancho Mirage, San Juan Capistrano and Torrance. 

These remodeled showrooms feature an expanded assortment, showcasing major 
appliances, decorative plumbing fixtures, outdoor appliances, and more. Beyond 
conventional showrooms, these spaces have transformed into interactive design centers, 

meticulously curated to inspire customers, builders, and interior designers.

Designed for exploration and interaction, these showrooms are playgrounds for creativity. 
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As we open the doors to our remodeled showrooms, we invite you to explore, envision, and elevate your 
design projects with us. Let these interactive spaces be the canvas for your next masterpiece, where 

design excellence meets limitless inspiration. Our showroom is your showroom.
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From cutting-edge technology to modern luxury, we have access to an assortment of products 
designed to complete your home projects with sophistication and excellence. Whether you’re 
designing, enhancing an entertainment space, or optimizing overall functionality in a smart home 
design, our comprehensive range of products and services can support a diverse range of projects 
throughout the entire home.

Audio, video, shades, lighting, 
networking, full control and more.

Stand Out with
Smart Home Tech
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Elevate Your Kitchen 
Projects with Us

At Pacific Sales, we take pride in our curated 
assortment of entry-level to luxury appliances—
from indoor pizza ovens and steam ovens to 
induction cooktops and ranges. Everyone’s 
definition of luxury is different; our hope is that 
our product assortment and solutions provide 
you with a seamlessly blended approach 
that caters to your desired outcome. Our 
assortment brings you the latest freestanding 
appliances and panel-ready wonders from 
renowned vendors throughout the world.

We understand that every detail matters, and our business is here to ensure that your 
projects stand out. From entry-level to luxury, our extensive assortment of appliances is 
curated to transform kitchens into culinary havens, tailored to your unique design visions.

We want to support you in creating a kitchen 
that resonates with individuality through design 
and functionality. Select brands offer options 
to choose handles with distinct color finishes, 
turning appliances into design statements. 
Embrace the sleek aesthetic of panel-ready 
appliances, providing a blank canvas for 
your creative touch. Complete your kitchen 
masterpieces with our curated selection of small 
appliances. From coffee makers to blenders, 
these appliances add the finishing touches 
that elevate good designs to unforgettable 
culinary experiences. Let personalization be 
the hallmark of your kitchen designs.

8
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We understand that the journey doesn’t conclude 
with appliance selection. Our certified, factory-
trained installers are ready to turn your kitchen 
dreams into reality. Whether it’s a single kitchen 
update or a larger project, our team is equipped 
to handle the installation process with precision 
and care.

As a Best Buy® company, we can also help you 
integrate smart solutions seamlessly into your 
kitchen designs with our offerings in home 
audio, lighting, video, and more. Elevate the 
culinary experience by merging aesthetics and 
functionality, creating kitchens that not only 
look stunning but also embrace cutting-edge 
technology.

Pacific Sales is not just a retailer; we are your 
dedicated partner in crafting culinary havens. 
From luxury indulgences to personalized touches, 
our expertise, exclusive offers, and inventory are 
tailored to create the kitchen of your dreams, and 
if you are a Trade partner, your clients’ dreams. Let 
our experienced staff complement your vision, 
making the process of specifying and ordering 
appliances a seamless and delightful journey for 
your next kitchen project. 

Let’s explore some of our assorted brands in the 
following pages.

and more.
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Sub-Zero’s mission is to preserve the freshness of every fresh-picked fruit and bundle of herbs, 
ensuring they maintain their peak taste and texture from harvest to table. Wolf empowers 
cooks to craft seared, succulent masterpieces, creating delicious memories with every dish, 
and Cove dishwashing ensures a sparkling start to meals, leaving dishes spotlessly clean and 
dry. Together, they elevate every dining experience–from ripe fruits and fresh herbs to family 
recipes and gatherings–setting the stage for unforgettable moments.

Create Culinary Perfection

A - 30” M Series Professional 
Built-In Double Oven  
Model: DO3050PM/S/P

B - 48” Sealed Burner Rangetop 
– 6 burners and infrared  
Model: SRT486G

C - 46” Pro Hood Liner 
Model: PL462212

A

B

C
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For over three decades, Viking has epitomized the epicurean lifestyle, crafting professionally 
styled products across major appliance categories. Now, they redefine ultra premium home 
appliances, integrating proven commercial kitchen technology and innovative features. 
Viking Ranges, the icons of professional performance, have undergone upgrades while 
maintaining their allure. Available in various sizes, fuels, and burner configurations, they 
embody the dream of a professional kitchen, catering to any culinary aspiration.

Elevating Home Cooking with Professional-Grade Appliances

A - 24” 8 Wash Cycle Built-in Dishwasher 
SKU: 6291645

B - 5-Series 5.6 Cu. Ft. Self-Cleaning Freestanding Dual Fuel Convection Range 
SKU: 5935217

C - Professional 36” Chimney Range Hood – (blower sold separately) 
SKU: 8936895

D - 29.1 Cu. Ft. Built-in 48” Refrigerator/Freezer 
SKU: 7742069

A

B

D
C
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Experience brilliance with Dacor, where precision meets performance in every feature, from 
Real Steam™ to Chef Mode. Elevate your everyday cooking with Dacor, and for your clients, 
enjoy exclusive savings of 5%, 10%, or 20% on select appliance packages. Transform your 
kitchen with cutting-edge technology and unmatched quality for a culinary experience like 
no other.
Offer ends 12/31/24. Exclusions, terms and conditions apply.

Life and Luxury, Connected

A - 100-Bottle Built-In Triple Zone 24” Wine Column 
with Precise Cooing and Push-To-Open Door – 
Custom Panel Ready  
SKU: 6345367 

B - 27.7 Cu. Ft. 4-Door Flex French Door Built-In 
Smart 48” Refrigerator with Beverage Center 
and Whiskey Ball Ice™ – Custom Panel Ready  
SKU: 6534984

C - 48” Externally Vented Chimney Range Hood 
with AutoConnect™ and LED Illumination 
SKU: 6501991

D - Contemporary 8.8 Cu. Ft. Slide-In Dual Fuel 
Four-Part Pure Convection 48” Range with 
Steam Assist and Chef Mode 
SKU: 6534996

A B C

D
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Monogram redefines luxury appliances with leading-edge materials and professional-grade 
performance, enhancing your culinary experience. Explore their comprehensive collection 
of appliances, including the Monogram Forge that introduces ice gems—crafting slow-
melting spheres to preserve authentic flavors in the world’s finest spirits. Elevate your culinary 
experience with Monogram’s commitment to precision and performance in every detail.

Elevate Your Culinary Experience with Precision and Luxury

A - 48” Custom Brass Hood 
SKU: 6534096

B - 36” Built-In Electric 
Cooktop  
SKU: 6523102

C - 30” Built-In Single Electric 
Convection Wall Oven  
SKU: 6390962

D - 28.8 Cu. Ft. Side-by-Side Built-In 
Refrigerator with Dispenser - 
Handles sold seprately 
SKU: 6386309

A

B

C

D
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Since 1934, Fisher & Paykel thrives on a pioneering spirit and curiosity, shaping its heritage. 
They challenge conventional appliance design, crafting products that cater to human 
needs. For Fisher & Paykel, legacy means forging ahead, aligning today’s developments with 
sustainable design principles. With a commitment to innovation, they integrate cutting-edge 
technologies to create technically advanced, efficient, and stylish appliances. As pioneers of 
the DishDrawer®, they remain at the forefront of appliance innovation.

Innovative Heritage

A - ActiveSmart 16.8 Cu. Ft. French Door Built-In 
Refrigerator - Custom Panel Ready  
SKU: 6214644

B - Professional 6.9 Cu. Ft. Freestanding Double 
Oven Dual Fuel True Convection Range with 
Self-Cleaning 
SKU: 6400692

C - Professional Dual Blower 48” Range Hood - 
Integrated 
SKU: 6204818

A

B

C
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RISE™ Design Expression, forged in mixed metals, boasts bold lines, a custom knurled 
handle, brass-inspired details, and geometric grates. Discover the allure of distinctive and 
artful design with RISE™.
NOIR™ Design Expression, crafted in stainless steel, captivates with structured grates, black 
glass, and hidden textures. A minimalist marvel rejecting outdated beauty norms.

Unveiling Two Distinctive Design Expressions

E - 24” Panel-Ready Built-In 
Column Refrigerator,  
Handles are Sold Separately 
SKU: 6287667

C - NOIR™ 36” Gas Rangetop 
SKU: 6339620

D - 18” Built-In Column Freezer 
- Custom Panel Ready, 
Handles are Sold Separately 
SKU: 6287638

A - NOIR™ 30” Built-In  
Double Wall Oven  
SKU: 6500227

B - 36” Stainless Steel  
Hood Liner  
SKU: 6322469 

RISE™ NOIR™

A B

C

D E
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Design: Alina Druga
Photography: Open Homes 
Photography @openhomesphotography

Discover unmatched innovation and performance in Thermador’s kitchen appliances, 
now equipped with Home Connect® for seamless connectivity. Elevate your kitchen with 
up to 3 FREE appliances through the ONE-TWO-FREE® Sales Event—ideal for remodeling, 
upgrading, or redesigning. Customize a luxury kitchen package, enjoy Star Savings Estimator 
benefits, and witness savings unfold as you design. Maximize your culinary experience with 
Thermador’s premium offerings.

Experience Unparalleled Innovation and Performance

A - Freedom Collection 19.4 Cu. Ft. French 
Door Built-in Smart Refrigerator with 
Professional Series Handles  
SKU: 6438351

B - Emerald 24” Top Control Smart Built-In 
Stainless Steel Tub Dishwasher with 3rd 
Rack and Professional Handle, 48 dba  
SKU: 6506641

C - ProGrand 5.7 Cu. Ft. Freestanding Double 
Oven Dual Fuel Convection Range with 
Self-Cleaning, 6 Star Burners and Griddle 
SKU: 6333028

D - PROFESSIONAL SERIES 48” Externally 
Vented Range Hood - Blower Sold 
Seperately 
SKU: 6292520

A

B

C

D

Start creating your Thermador kitchen today at 
ONE-TWO-FREE.COM/PACIFICSALES

Scan to 
Build Your Package

Offer ends 12/31/24. Exclusions, terms and conditions apply.
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Bosch ENERGY STAR® certified appliances prioritize real-life efficiency, from high-performance 
compressors to eco-friendly drying technologies. Bosch’s commitment to delivering energy 
and cost-saving features reflects their dedication to families and the environment. Opting 
for Bosch means choosing long-lasting, sustainable appliances that contribute to a healthier 
planet and home. Make a quality choice for both your family and the environment with Bosch’s 
enduring commitment to excellence.

Elevating Living with Sustainable Excellence in Home Appliances

A - Contemporary 8.8 Cu. Ft. Slide-In Dual 
Fuel Four-Part Pure Convection Range 
with GreenClean and Chef Mode  
SKU: 6439105

B - Benchmark Series 24” Top Control Smart 
Built-In Stainless Steel Tub Dishwasher, 
38dBA  
SKU: 6543003

C - Benchmark Series 36” Built-In 
Electric Induction Cooktop with 5 
elements and Wi-Fi, Frameless 
SKU: 6496120

D - 800 Series 36” Telescopic 
Downdraft System 
SKU: 6366231

E - Benchmark Series 30” Built-In Single 
Electric Convection Wall Oven 
SKU: 6501453

A

B

C D

E
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Premium major appliances from KitchenAid brand make it easy to design your ideal space 
for wherever your inspiration takes you. From classic major appliance suites to individual 
refrigerators, dishwashers, microwaves and ranges sure to make a statement, you’ll find 
top-of-the-line equipment designed to match your passion. Browse their different major 
appliance collections to create a culinary workspace worthy of your next creation. Whether 
you’re designing with form or function as your focus, you’ll find the perfect match with major 
KitchenAid® appliances.

Create the Kitchen of your Culinary Dreams

A - 1.1 Cu. Ft. Over-the-Range 
Microwave with Flush Built-in 
Design  
SKU: 6539558

B - 6.4 Cu. Ft. Slide-In Electric 
Induction Range with Air Fry  
SKU: 6549509

C - 5.5 Quart Bowl-Lift Stand Mixer 
SKU: 6531622

D - 3-Piece Pasta Roller & Cutter 
Set and Fresh Prep Slicer/
Shredder Attachment 
SKU: 6300431

E - 24” Top Control Built-In 
Dishwasher with Stainless Steel 
Tub, FreeFlex, 3rd Rack, 44dBA 
SKU: 6398194

F - 23.8 Cu. Ft. French Door 
Counter-Depth Refrigerator 
SKU: 5508007

G - 14 Bottle Dual Zone Beverage 
Cooler with Temperature 
Monitoring System 
SKU: 6452682

A

B

C

D

E

F

G
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A - 24” Top Control Tall Tub Built-In 
Dishwasher with Stainless Steel Tub, 
Customizable 
SKU: 6338026

B - 6.2 Cu. Ft. Freestanding Gas Convection 
Range with 6 Burners, Customizable  
SKU: 6452294

C - 27.6 Cu. Ft. 4-Door French Door 
Refrigerator, Customizable 
SKU: 6368981

A

B

C

Elevate your kitchen aesthetics with Café appliances, offering customizable handles and 
knobs for a personalized touch. Explore chef-inspired ranges boasting professional design and 
features. Unlock instant savings of up to $3,000 with the purchase of select Café appliance 
suite combinations and cooking appliances. Plus, receive an additional $500 instantly when 
choosing a commercial-style range or steam oven as part of your qualifying purchases.

Elevate Your Kitchen Style with Customizable Elegance and Savings

Offer ends 12/31/24. Exclusions, terms and conditions apply.
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A - 28.7 Cu. Ft. 4 Door French Door 
Refrigerator with Dual-Dispense 
AutoFill Pitcher  
SKU: 6546681

B - 24” Top Control Dishwasher with 
Microban Antimicrobial Protection 
and Sanitize Cycle  
SKU: 6548525

C - 5.6 Cu. Ft. Slide-In Gas True 
Convection Range with Built-In 
Wi-Fi and Hot Air Frying 
SKU: 6488932

A

B C

Discover convenience and savings with GE Profile: The Dual-Dispense AutoFill Pitcher in their 
4-Door French Door Refrigerator (SKU: 6546681) provides chilled, filtered water, and earn up 
to $2,000 back on 4 or more eligible appliances. Simplify dishwashing with the GE Profile 
dishwasher’s targeted bottle wash jets and 3rd rack. Cook like a pro on the smart gas range, 
featuring hot air frying, a versatile cooktop, built-in Wi-Fi, and a Tri-ring burner for ultimate 
cooking flexibility.

Innovation, Efficiency, and Savings for Your Kitchen Upgrade

Offer ends 12/31/24. Exclusions, terms and conditions apply.
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Style meets function with LG STUDIO, offering premium appliances designed for your dream 
home. Elevate your kitchen with print-proof finishes and intuitive controls. LG STUDIO cooking 
appliances go beyond the ordinary, featuring Steam Air Sous Vide and Air Fry. Side-by-side 
refrigerators blend cavernous capacity with exceptional style. The LG STUDIO WashTower™ 
redefines laundry with a space-saving design and AI technology for hassle-free care cycles.

Elevate Your Home with Premium Style and Innovative Appliances

A - 26.5 Cu. Ft. French Door Counter-Depth 
Smart Refrigerator with Internal Water 
Dispenser 
SKU: 6561873

B - 1.7 Cu. Ft. Convection Over-the-Range 
Microwave with Sensor Cooking and Air Fry 
SKU: 6561876

C - 6.3 Cu. Ft. Slide-In Gas True Convection 
Range with EasyClean and Sous Vide 
SKU: 6561875

A

B

C
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A B

C

D

A - BESPOKE Smart 42dBA Dishwasher 
with StormWash+   
SKU: 6511736

B - BESPOKE 6.3 Cu. Ft. Smart Bespoke 
Slide-in Electric Range with Smart 
Dial, Air Fry & Wi-Fi   
SKU: 6491822

C - 30” BESPOKE Smart Wall Mount Hood 
SKU: 6529978

D - BESPOKE 29 Cu. Ft. Flex French Door 
Smart Refrigerator with Family Hub+  
SKU: 6533237

Transform your home with Bespoke, Samsung’s 
premium line of customizable appliances. 
Express your unique style through modern 
colors and design options. Whether you 
choose to mix or match, Bespoke allows you to 
create a kitchen or laundry room that perfectly 
suits your lifestyle. Personalize your space 
with Samsung Bespoke appliances, offering 
a variety of premium colors and finishes to 
match, complement, or contrast, giving you the 
freedom to design according to your personal 
style.

Bespoke My Life
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Samsung’s commitment to quality is 
evident in every detail. Their dedication 
to excellence drives industry-leading 
innovations, from rigorous research and 
development to unparalleled in-home 
service. Samsung continuously strives 
to enhance your life, they aim to make it 
easier, more connected, and better than 
yesterday. 

Committed to Quality.  
Driven by Innovation.
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Elevate your kitchen with LG’s innovative appliances. Their Counter-Depth and Standard-
Depth refrigerators provide ample space and organization, featuring LG’s exclusive Craft 
Ice. Enjoy the industry’s leading 1-Hour Wash & Dry cycle with QuadWash® Pro and Dynamic 
Heat Dry™ in select LG dishwashers for maximum cleaning and faster drying. LG Ranges offer 
air fry, air sous vide, and InstaView window. Easily monitor and manage smart appliances 
with the ThinQ app, providing real-time data, reports, maintenance reminders, and proactive 
alerts for optimal performance.

Smart, Stylish, Innovative Kitchen Solutions

A - 30” Convertible Range Hood with WiFi  
SKU: 6393369

B - 30” Built-In Smart Gas Cooktop with 5 
Burners and EasyClean 
SKU: 6534258

C - 30” Built-In Electric Convection 
Combination Wall Oven with Microwave 
and Steam Sous Vide  
SKU: 6534256

D - 25.5 Cu. Ft. French Door Counter-Depth 
Smart Refrigerator with Mirror InstaView  
SKU: 6532704

A

B

D

C
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Whirlpool understands that daily tasks, from stocking the fridge to baking cookies, reflect care 
for your family. Thoughtfully designed kitchen appliances offer efficiency and style, optimizing 
space in layouts. Explore smart ovens and ranges, fingerprint-resistant finishes, and complete 
kitchen packages for a seamless remodel or replacement, ensuring your kitchen supports 
your family’s needs. From grocery shopping to cleanup, Whirlpool appliances make daily life 
easier. Shop today for the perfect cooking appliance package.

Kitchen Appliances to Help You Every Step of the Way

A - 30” Single Electric Wall Oven with 
Built-In Microwave 
SKU: 6229630

B -  30” Gas Cooktop - Stainless Steel 
SKU: 6181602

C -  19.4 Cu. Ft. 4-Door French Door 
Counter-Depth Refrigerator with 
Flexible Organization Spaces 
SKU: 6422487

A

B

C
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At Pacific Sales, we take pride in providing an expanded assortment of appliances that caters 
to a wide range of styles and project requirements. Whether you’re on the journey of replacing 
a specific product, undertaking a complete kitchen remodel, or embarking on a new build, 
our team is here to offer unwavering support and expertise. 
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From entry-level options to luxurious brands, we understand the diversity of our clientele’s 
needs. Our commitment is to offer a comprehensive range that aligns with various preferences 
and requirements. Count on us to be your trusted partner, assisting you in navigating the 
world of appliances to find the perfect fit for your specific project, ensuring both functionality 
and style seamlessly come together.
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Complete your 
Kitchen Design Projects

Embarking on a kitchen project, whether a quick update or a comprehensive remodel, requires careful 
consideration of every detail to achieve the desired aesthetic and functionality. At Pacific Sales, we 
understand the importance of exquisite kitchen fixtures in bringing your vision to life. With a diverse 
range of offerings from renowned brands like Waterstone, Kohler, Brizo, Blanco, and more, we provide 
a one-stop destination for creating the kitchen of your dreams.

Our expansive assortment of kitchen fixtures spans a spectrum of styles, finishes, and price points, 
ensuring that you find the perfect elements to complement your design vision. From sleek and 
modern to timeless and classic, our collection caters to various tastes, allowing you to curate a space 
that reflects your unique style.

28
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In our Decorative Fixtures department, dedicated experts stand ready to assist you in navigating the 
vast selection. Whether you’re seeking a statement-making faucet, a luxurious sink, or stylish cabinet 
hardware, our specialists are well-versed in the intricacies of kitchen design. They offer personalized 
guidance to help you make informed decisions that align with your project goals, ensuring that every 
fixture contributes harmoniously to the overall aesthetic.

Waterstone’s craftsmanship, Kohler’s innovation, Brizo’s elegance, Blanco’s precision—these brands 
represent the pinnacle of excellence in the world of kitchen fixtures. By curating a selection that 
includes these esteemed names, we empower you to elevate your kitchen with top-tier quality and 
enduring style.

Completing your kitchen project is not just about functionality; it’s about infusing your space with 
personality and character. With our extensive range of decorative fixtures and the expertise of our 
dedicated team, we provide the resources you need to turn your kitchen project into a seamless and 
gratifying experience. Visit us today to explore the possibilities and discover how our commitment to 
precision and style can transform your kitchen into a masterpiece.

and more.
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GE’s Profile Combo is a game-changer for those seeking 
versatility and space optimization. Consider the impact of a 
2-in-1 washer-dryer that allows you to create a laundry space 
in unconventional areas like closets or a garage. The all-in-one 
unit not only saves space but also reduces energy consumption, 
making it a sustainable choice for modern living. It’s time to 
redefine how we approach laundry spaces throughout the 
home.

For customers with furry companions, Maytag’s Pet Pro Top 
Load Washer offers a solution that goes beyond the ordinary. 
This innovative appliance, designed specifically for pet owners, 
removes 5x more pet hair with the Pet Pro Filter, according to 
Maytag. The inclusion of a built-in faucet and the Deep Fill option 
makes this washer a versatile choice for various laundry needs. 
Incorporating Maytag’s Pet Pro Top Load Washer can enhance 
the functionality and efficiency of laundry rooms, meeting the 
unique needs of pet owners.

Laundry rooms are emerging as spaces that deserve both practicality and aesthetic consideration. 
In the last few years, many appliance vendors have introduced innovations that not only pay 
homage to the past but also pave the way for a future where laundry rooms become hubs of 
efficiency and style.

Revolutionizing 
Laundry Spaces

Maytag Pet Pro Top Load Washer

GE Profile Combo

30
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Whirlpool’s Top Load Washer with 2-in-1 Removable 
Agitator brings customization to a new level. 
Removing the agitator provides more space for bulky 
items like comforters and larger loads. The built-in 
washing machine faucet allows for convenient stain 
pretreatment right inside the washer. This innovation 
is not just about cleanliness; it’s about offering 
personalized, efficient washing experiences.

Imagine a laundry room where the worry of detergent 
and fabric softener dispensing is a thing of the past. 
Samsung’s automatic dispenser technology does 
just that. This is not just a technological innovation 
but a lifestyle enhancement. The automatic dispenser 
ensures that you no longer need to worry about adding 
detergent and softener during wash cycles—just add 
your clothes and press start!

Laundry innovations are more than just appliances, 
they are catalysts for redefining the way we design and 
utilize laundry spaces. Embracing these innovations 
can set your projects apart—not just in functionality but 
in an inspired way of living. Consider these innovative 
solutions when specifying for your next laundry room 
project and witness the transformation of a mundane 
space into stylish, efficient laundry rooms.

LG’s WashTower is a visual testament to the merging of 
design and convenience. A full-size unit that occupies 
half the space of a stacked pair with a shared central 
control panel brings washer and dryer controls within 
easy reach, streamlining the laundry routine.

LG WashTower

Whirlpool 2-in-1 Removable Agitator Samsung Automatic Dispenser
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Discover efficiency with the GE Profile UltraFast Combo laundry machine, washing and drying 
large loads in about two hours without transferring. Requires only a 120V outlet and water 
hookup, with no venting needed. 

Experience unparalleled laundry care with GE Profile’s UltraFresh Vent System+, Microban 
Antimicrobial Technology, and adaptive features like SmartDispense, MySettings, and 1 Step 
Wash + Dry in select models. 

Smart Features. Sophisticated Designs.

A - UltraFast 4.8 Cu. Ft. Large 
Capacity All-in-One Electric 
Washer/Dryer Combo 
with Ventless Heat Pump 
Technology 
SKU: 6530134

A
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A - 4.7 Cu. Ft. High Efficiency 
Top Load Washer with Pet 
Pro System 
SKU: 6530590

B -  7.0 Cu. Ft. Electric Dryer 
with Steam and Pet Pro 
System 
SKU: 6530593

A B

Achieve a powerful clean every time with Maytag® laundry appliances. Choose the capacity 
and style of washer and dryer to combat tough stains and maintain freshness. Maytag® 
machines are robust enough to handle any load, with select models being ENERGY STAR® 
certified for efficient performance and cost savings. Shop their washers and dryers with the 
Extra Power button for tackling demanding loads effectively.

Built for Power
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Elevate your laundry experience with LG’s innovative washers and dryers, featuring advanced 
features and intelligence. The intuitive dial control with LCD display adapts with every use, 
making it effortless to care for your favorite clothes. AI technology and advanced sensors 
automatically select perfect settings, while ezDispense® precisely dispenses detergent and 
fabric softener. The full-size LG WashTower™, with washer below and dryer above, optimizes 
space and offers exclusive Center Control® panel for convenient access at the ideal height.

 Elevate Your Laundry Experience with Innovation and Space Efficiency

A - 4.5 Cu. Ft. High-Efficiency Smart 
Front Load Washer with Steam and 
TurboWash 360  
SKU: 6529912

B - 7.4 Cu. Ft. Smart Electric Dryer with 
Steam and Sensor Dry 
SKU: 6529903

C - 27” Laundry Pedestal with Storage 
Drawer - Graphite Steel 
SKU: 6532190

A B

C
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Whether you’re in the process of replacing a specific laundry product, revamping an entire 
laundry room, or initiating a new construction project, rely on our expertise and support to 
guide you toward success. From entry-level to luxury laundry brands, our curated selection 
ensures that we have the ideal laundry solutions to suit your unique needs, whether you’re 
aiming for a simple upgrade or a lavish transformation. 
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Crafting Your Perfect 
Bathroom Oasis

Smart Mirrors: Step into the future with smart 
mirrors that do more than just reflect your 
image. These intelligent mirrors feature built-
in touchscreens, providing information on 
weather, news, and even your daily schedule. 
Some models incorporate voice commands 
for a hands-free experience, allowing you to 
access your favorite apps and control other 
smart devices seamlessly.

Smart Showers: Indulge in a spa-like experience 
every day with smart showers that bring 
advanced technologies to your bathroom. 
These showers can be personalized to your 

Elevate Your Space with Smart and Luxurious Amenities. In the pursuit of a perfect bathroom oasis, 
the integration of smart technologies and luxurious amenities transforms this private space into a 
sanctuary of relaxation and convenience. Elevate your daily routine with cutting-edge innovations 
that redefine the bathroom experience.

preferred water temperature, pressure, and 
more allowing you to create a truly customized 
and rejuvenating bathing experience. With 
integrated smart controls, you can start 
your shower remotely, ensuring the perfect 
temperature awaits you.

MrSteam for Ultimate Relaxation: Transform 
your bathroom into a personal spa retreat with 
MrSteam. Luxurious steam showers and towel 
warmers offer a touch of opulence, providing 
a therapeutic escape from the stresses of the 
day. MrSteam’s advanced steam technology 
enhances relaxation, soothes tired muscles, 
and promotes overall well-being.
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Cabinet and Vanity Solutions: Declutter your 
space and enhance functionality with smart 
storage solutions. Intelligent cabinets and 
vanities with built-in charging stations, Bluetooth 
speakers, and adjustable lighting ensure that your 
bathroom not only looks sleek but also caters to 
your daily needs.

Luxury Finishes and Fixtures: Elevate the aesthetics 
of your bathroom oasis with premium finishes and 
fixtures. Explore elegant faucets, statement sinks, 
and meticulously crafted cabinetry to enhance 
the overall design. The combination of high-
quality materials and stylish designs creates a 
visually stunning and cohesive atmosphere.

Personalized Ambiance: Set the mood in your 
bathroom oasis with smart lighting and sound 
systems. Adjustable color temperatures, 
dimmable lights, and integrated audio solutions 
allow you to create a personalized ambiance for 
each moment, whether you’re preparing for the 
day ahead or unwinding in the evening.

In crafting your perfect bathroom oasis, the 
marriage of smart technologies and luxurious 
amenities is the key to achieving a space that 
transcends functionality. Embrace innovation, 
relaxation, and opulence as you transform your 
bathroom into a space that caters to your every 
need.

and more.
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Life Anew

Discover Hansgrohe

Designed to create a culture of 
comfortable, healthy living.

Quality, design, and performance for 
faucets and showers
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Explore our comprehensive collection of bathroom products, tailored to diverse styles and 
project requirements. Whether you’re upgrading a specific bathroom fixture, redesigning the 
entire space, or starting a new construction project, count on our expertise. Our curated 
selection ranges from entry-level to luxury brands, ensuring the perfect solutions to suit your 
unique needs. 
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Extend the Experience 
Outdoors

Outdoor Kitchens: Elevate your culinary 
experience with our range of freestanding 
and built-in grills, providing the tools you 
need to become the master chef of your 
outdoor domain. From sleek and modern 
to robust and professional, our outdoor 
kitchen appliances are curated to suit a 
variety of tastes and preferences.

Entertainment Beyond Walls: Bring the 
indoors out with our collection of audio 
and video solutions crafted for the 

Elevate Your Outdoor Living Space. In the realm of creating the perfect outdoor haven, 
our diverse assortment of products invites you to extend the indoor kitchen experience 
seamlessly to the great outdoors. Whether you’re enhancing your existing outdoor space 
or embarking on a new project, our curated selection of outdoor products is designed to 
transform your dreams into reality.

open air. Create an immersive outdoor 
entertainment experience, from the latest 
tunes to your favorite movies and shows, 
all while enjoying the fresh air.

Illuminating Ambiance: Light up the 
night with our outdoor lighting options, 
designed to add both functionality and 
ambiance to your space. Whether it’s for 
safety, aesthetics, or both, our lighting 
solutions will enhance the atmosphere of 
your outdoor oasis.
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Stylish Outdoor Living: Complete your 
outdoor haven with our selection of outdoor 
furniture, carefully chosen for both comfort 
and style. From cozy loungers to elegant 
dining sets, our range allows you to create an 
inviting and stylish outdoor living space.

Tailored to Your Dreams: Whether you’re 
envisioning a cozy backyard retreat or a lavish 
outdoor entertaining space, our assortment 

of outdoor products is tailored to suit your 
unique vision. Trust us to be your partner 
in transforming your outdoor area into an 
extension of your indoor living space.

Discover the possibilities and elevate your 
outdoor living experience with our curated 
selection of outdoor products. Let us 
guide you in creating the outdoor haven 
of your dreams where culinary delights, 
entertainment, and relaxation seamlessly 
blend in the open air.

and more.
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Explore Chef Ludo Lefebvre’s Ultimate Outdoor Kitchen in Northern LA, featuring a suite 
of DCS Series 9 appliances. Designed for optimal functionality, the linear island poolside 
houses a 30” Griddle, 24” Power Burner, and 24” Outdoor Refrigerator Drawers. The 48” 
Grill, Rotisserie, and Charcoal unit offer all-in-one outdoor cooking with intuitive features like 
built-in lighting, easy-lift hood, extra cooking area, built-in charcoal smoker tray, and infrared 
rotisserie burner.

Chef Ludo Lefebvre’s Culinary Oasis with DCS Series 9 Appliances

A - 25” Beverage Chiller  
SKU: 4874963

B - Series 9 Beverage Chiller Bottle 
Holder Accessory Front  
SKU: 6456725

C - Tower Single Drawer 
SKU: 6455080

D - 24” Series 9 Power Burner, LP Gas 
SKU: 6455062

E - 48-in Series 9 Natural Gas Grill  
SKU: 6536342

F - Professional 48” Built-in Access 
Drawers 
SKU: 6455004

G - Series 9 Outdoor Natural Gas 
Griddle 
SKU: 6455046

H - 30” Warming Drawer  
SKU: 6455087

I - Tower Triple Drawer  
SKU: 6455088

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I
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Shop beautiful, high-quality outdoor furniture from Yardbird
 at select Pacific Sales showrooms.

 
Find Yardbird at: 

Huntington Beach, Irvine, Ontario, Thousand Oaks, 
Torrance, and Woodland Hills.

Beautiful Outdoor Living For All
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Step into the realm of outdoor living with our diverse assortment of products designed to 
seamlessly extend the indoor kitchen experience to the great outdoors. Whether you’re 
enhancing your existing outdoor space or embarking on a new project, our expertise and 
support are here to ensure success. From entry-level to luxury brands, our curated selection 
includes everything you need to create an outdoor kitchen space that mirrors the comfort 
and functionality of indoor spaces.
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Trust us to be your dedicated partner in discovering the perfect outdoor products that 
enhance your living space. From grills and outdoor kitchen appliances to stylish furniture and 
audio/video solutions, we offer a comprehensive range to suit your unique preferences and 
elevate your outdoor experience.
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Assortment
From entry level to ultra-luxury, there is  
truly something for everyone within the  
breadth of our assortment.

My Best Buy Memberships™
Unlock exclusive member deals when you 
become a My Best Buy Plus™ or My Best Buy 
Total™ member.1 

Project Managers 
Our Project Managers take the guess work out 
of the coordination and logistics on complex 
appliance installations, giving our clients 
peace of mind.

Not a My Best Buy® Credit  
Cardmember?
Earn 10% back2 in rewards on your first day 
of purchases when you are approved for the 
Card.

Flexible Financing Options
The My Best Buy® Credit Card is here to help. 
Enjoy flexible financing options to help bring your 
vision to life. 

Factory-certified Installers Available3  
Installers are trained by our premium 
manufacturer partners to install your products 
efficiently and effectively.

Expert Staff
Pacific Sales strives to cater to every customer’s 
specific needs, tastes and budget. With our non-
commissioned staff, we’re here for you, every step 
of your journey. 

Home Experts 
Questions when you are home?  
Our Consultants and Designers are happy to connect,  
virtually or in person, offering insight  
to best equip you with every  
solution possible.

Your Full
Advantages.
As a proud member of the Best Buy family, we offer you even more benefits and services to enhance your 
shopping experience. Remember, our showroom is your showroom.

Pro Rewards5

Are you a Trade Professional? We value your 
business and your purchases earn you up to 
3% in rewards.

Trade Programs4

Become part of our vendor  
and trade programs to experience  
up to 15% in savings.

1 - My Best Buy Memberships - My Best Buy Plus™ and My Best Buy Total™ memberships are subject to complete Terms and Conditions. A My Best Buy™ account is required, subject to the My Best Buy™ 
Program Terms. The memberships renew automatically each year, and your chosen card will be charged $49.99 for My Best Buy Plus or $179.99 for My Best Buy Total, as applicable, or the then-current mem-
bership price, plus tax, on your yearly renewal date unless you cancel before then by calling 1-888-BEST BUY (1-888-237-8289) or by managing subscriptions on your BestBuy.com account. Cancel anytime. 
2 - 10% Back in Rewards - Get 2.5 points per $1 spent (5% back in rewards) on qualifying Best Buy® purchases when you choose Standard Credit with your Best Buy Credit Card. If you apply and are approved 
for a new My Best Buy® Credit Card, your first day of purchases on the Credit Card using Standard Credit within the first 14 days of account opening will get an additional 2.5 bonus points (an additional 5% 
back in rewards, for a total of 10%). Points are not awarded on promotional credit purchases. May not be combined with other offers. Does not include tax. Additional limitations may apply. Subject to My Best 
Buy™ Program Terms. In select stores. Online offer may vary. Subject to change without notice. 3 - Factory-certified Installers - In Pacific Sales California stores only. Additional fees apply. Ask an Associate 
for the details. 4 - Trade Programs - See individual vendor collateral for available programs and rewards details in store. 5 - Pro Rewards - Only available in Southern California Pacific Sales Kitchen & Home 
store locations. The Pro Rewards Program requires a trade business professional (“Professional”) to purchase the product themselves. Professional must be registered with the program, agree to these terms 
and conditions, and notify us of each purchase to receive credit. Professional must purchase at least $50,000 in delivered product during the dated term. See associate for complete details. Other exclusions 
may apply. 
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Find your 
Showroom.

pacificsales.com/locations

Brea
Burbank
Carlsbad

Chatsworth
Corona

Escondido
Huntington Beach

Irvine
Mission Valley

Ontario

Pasadena
Rancho Mirage

San Diego
San Dimas

San Juan Capistrano
Temecula

Thousand Oaks
Torrance
Valencia

Woodland Hills

Pacific Sales has been your trusted destination for top-quality, renowned home products for over six 
decades. Our remarkable prices and extensive range have made us a go-to for builders, contractors, 
designers, and savvy consumers alike. When you step into Pacific Sales, you’ll experience a welcoming, 
stress-free environment where your needs take center stage. Our knowledgeable team, who aren’t on 
commission, will assist you in crafting the kitchen, bathroom, outdoor space, or entire home you’ve always 
envisioned. We extend a warm invitation for your return to our showroom for any future remodeling or 
custom home projects.

As a proud member of the Best Buy family, we offer you even more benefits and services to enhance 
your shopping experience. Remember, our showroom is your showroom – we look forward to serving 
you again.

INDUSTRY PARTNER INDUSTRY PARTNER
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and more.
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pacificsales.com

Serving Southern California’s

kitchens, baths and outdoor spaces 

since 1960.

BEST BUY, the BEST BUY logo, BEST BUY TOTALTECH, the BEST BUY TOTALTECH logo, GEEK SQUAD, the GEEK SQUAD logo, PACIFIC SALES and the PACIFIC SALES logo are trademarks of Best Buy and its affiliated companies. All other 
trademarks or trade names are the properties of their respective owners. © 2024 Best Buy. All rights reserved.




